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Complementary resistive switches based on two anti-serially connected Ag/GeSx/Pt devices were studied.
The main focus was placed on the pulse mode properties as typically required in memory and logic
applications. A self-designed measurement setup was applied to access each CRS part-cell individually. Our
findings reveal the existence of two distinct read voltage regimes enabling both spike read as well as level read
approaches. Furthermore, we experimentally verified the theoretically predicted kinetic properties in terms
of pulse height vs. switching time relationship. The results obtained by this alternative approach allow a
significant improvement of the basic understanding of the interplay between the two part-cells in a
complementary resistive switch configuration. Furthermore, from these observations we can deduce a
simplified write voltage scheme which is applicable for the considered type of memory cell.

R
edox-based resistively switching devices (ReRAM) are considered appropriate elements to boost perform-
ance in future nanoelectronics as non-volatile memories and beyond-CMOS logic applications1–4. ReRAM
cells offer ultimate scalability5,6, fast operation speed and high energy efficiency and are capable to replace

both, DRAM and FLASH memory technologies1. Various materials e.g. oxides and higher chalcogenides have
been studied as solid electrolytes. Ag-GeSx-based cells already proved to be a strong candidate for well working
resistive memory devices7–14. Furthermore, unconventional computing approaches, which enable multi-parallel
computing, are feasible by utilizing these novel devices in passive crossbar arrays15–17.

The main concern of the implementation of passive crossbar arrays is the inherent selection device issue which
is also reflected by a new section of the ITRS’ ERD roadmap1: Either a bipolar rectifying element18,19 or the recently
introduced complementary resistive switch (CRS) paradigm20 can be used to overcome the ‘‘sneak path problem’’.
The sneak path problem occurs in resistive switch-based passive crossbar arrays due to a lack of cell isolation,
which leads to large parasitic currents. To avoid these parasitic currents a selector device is required in general20.
In terms of CRS, two anti-serially connected ReRAM cells act as combined selector and storing element. Most
recent research activities have concentrated on material engineering and basic quasi-static I-V characterizations
of the CRS devices21–24. However, studying CRS devices in pulse mode is much more appropriate and in fact is
essential to explore the feasibility for memory and logic applications and to obtain a deeper understanding of the
device dynamics under real operation conditions.

In Figure 1, the generic quasi-static properties of ECM-based complementary resistive switches are shown. To
obtain stable ON windows a series resistor is required to be introduced due to an asymmetry in SET and RESET
device voltages20. In terms of voltage division the additional series resistor’s purpose is to take over a certain part of
the voltage in the ON state (LRS/LRS), and thus effectively prevents a direct switching from HRS/LRS to LRS/
HRS. In Figure 1a, the typical current response to a triangular quasi-static voltage sweep is depicted. Initially, the
top cell A is in HRS and cell B in LRS. First, the CRS device switches to LRS/LRS at the first threshold voltage Vth,1,
and when reaching Vth,2, the CRS device switches further to LRS/HRS. Similarly, when coming to negative
voltages, the CRS device switches to LRS/LRS at Vth,3 and back to HRS/LRS at Vth,4. For comparison, the same
cycle is shown in Figure 1b without the application of a series resistor. Correspondingly, the LRS/LRS is not stable
and only a transient current increase (a current spike) occurs. Thus, the absence of a large enough series resistor
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seems to make a level read operation impossible. We demonstrate
that it is anyhow possible to perform a level read by selection of
appropriate pulsed signals.

Since the ECM cells are asymmetric in terms of SET and RESET
voltage (VRESET , VSET/2) as depicted in Figure 1b, it is not trivial to
observe the basic switching operation of the CRS memory device
during voltage sweeps due to the limited time resolution of the used
sourcemeter. Short current spikes, as expected from theory, cannot
be recorded. Therefore, common two-point quasi-static I-V mea-
surements of CRS devices are not feasible and a significantly
improved setup as shown as an inset in Figure 2 is required. The
dual-channel sourcemeter was connected to the active electrodes of
the cells A and B to apply the voltages to the CRS device. At the same
time the voltage between the middle electrode and the active elec-
trode of cell B was measured to gain information about the particular
status of memory cells A and B, respectively. Note, that for proper

CRS operation within passive crossbar arrays, a connection to the
middle electrode is not required.

Figure 2 depicts the typical voltage characteristics of the individual
memory cells (normalized to the voltage over the full CRS device) in
the course of a voltage sweep. The CRS device’s memory cell A was
set to an HRS and memory cell B was set to an LRS prior to the
measurements, as described in the method section. The voltage
sweep started at 0 V, continued to Vmax, then was returned back to
2 Vmax and ended again at 0 V. Immediately after the start of the
sweep the voltage distribution over the individual cells clearly proved
their initial status (A: HRS, B: LRS). The high voltage ratio (Vcell/VCRS

approx. 1) corresponds to an HRS and the low voltage ratio (Vcell/
VCRS approx. 0) corresponds to an LRS (see Figure 2, (1)). As the
sweep continues further, there is a switch-over of the whole CRS
device observed at point (2). Memory cell A switches from an HRS
to an LRS and memory cell B switches from an LRS to an HRS,
leaving the CRS device in a reversed configuration that is stable
during the following positive part of the voltage sweep (see (3)).
The configuration of the CRS device was reversed again not until
the negative part of the sweep at point (4) was reached. Here memory
cell A switches from an LRS back to the initial HRS and memory cell
B switches from an HRS back to the initial LRS (see (5)). Thereby, we
prove the basic functionality of the GeSx-based CRS device during
voltage sweeps. Most importantly, by this quasi-static measurement
we demonstrated the predicted basic characteristic as shown in
Figure 1b that is due to the SET/RESET asymmetry (VRESET ,
VSET/2). It is noteworthy that this behaviour can also be observed
when, like in our case, cells with slightly differing electrolyte dimen-
sions and differing line resistances are used, which results in shifted
threshold voltages (Vth,3,4 5 20.15 V and Vth,1,2 5 0.35 V). For
obtaining more details at operation mode relevant experimental con-
ditions we used pulse measurements for basic read and write opera-
tions as well as resulting array constraints. The pulse mode operation
reveals some unique features of this system being highly application-
relevant:

. large ON-windows for level read in a fast pulse regime

. an easy-to-access spike read procedure

. the feasibility of half-select array write schemes

Furthermore, we experimentally verified the theoretically derived
pulse height vs. switching time dependence as predicted in25.

For proper write operation, a voltage larger than Vth,2 and Vth,4,
respectively, is required. A direct constraint in terms of passive array
operation is to not disturb non-accessed cells of the array. Therefore,
the voltage drop at non-accessed cells must not exceed Vth,1 to pre-
vent these cells from unintentionally switching. To obtain the
required safety margins, either a half select (Figure 3a) or a third-
select (Figure 3b) scheme can be applied. However, there is a specific
trade-off for CRS devices: On the one hand a large ON window is
desirable to have a large safety margin for level read, but on the other
hand a sufficiently large ON-window necessitates a one-third write
scheme, as depicted in Figure 3c. In that case a half select scheme
would result in a half select voltage larger than Vth,1, thus non-
accessed cells would switch.

In conclusion, for readout it would be preferable to have a device
offering a large ON-window, e.g. an ECM-based CRS device plus
series resistor (compare Figure 1a), while in terms of applicable write
scheme and corresponding margins, a CRS with no ON-window,
e.g. an ECM-based CRS device without series resistor (compare
Figure 1b), is desired. This trade-off is controllable when using
ECM-based CRS in pulse mode without the need for any series
resistor.

Results
Pulsed switching with middle electrode. To study the switching
operation of the memory cells inside a CRS device, we used the
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measurement setup illustrated in the inset of Figure 4. The current
through the device ICRS was observed over a 50 V series resistance of
the oscilloscope. We applied 50 ms pulsed voltages Vpulse of 12 V
and 22 V respectively to the test setup that are high enough to allow
a stable switching operation and low enough to allow a detailed
observation of the switching process. From the measured voltages
Vpulse, Vmiddle and VI all relevant voltages and currents can be
derived:

VA~Vpulse{Vmiddle ð1Þ

VB~Vmiddle{VI ð2Þ

VCRS~VAzVB ð3Þ

ICRS~
VI

50 V
ð4Þ

RA~
VA

ICRS
ð5Þ

RB~
VB

ICRS
ð6Þ

Figure 4 gives a detailed overview of the sequence of the voltage VCRS,
the observed voltage VB over memory cell B and the corresponding
resistances RA and RB of memory cells A and B, respectively. VCRS

was smaller than the applied voltage due to the voltage drop over the
series resistor that was especially predominant when the memory
cells of the CRS device were both in an LRS state. The presented
measurements started with both memory cells in an LRS. By
applying a negative voltage pulse to the CRS device, memory cell A
was switched to an HRS. A second negative pulse verified that the
switching was successful. Then a series of positive voltage pulses was
applied and at first memory cell A switched back to an LRS and
consecutively memory cell B switched to an HRS. Finally the CRS
device was switched back to its initial state with both memory cells in
an LRS by applying a negative voltage pulse. This measurement
sequence clearly shows the effective implementation of the CRS
concept to GeSx-based ECM memory cells.

Read regimes. The measurements up to now were focused mainly
on a full switch-over of the CRS device, changing the resistance of
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both used memory cells from either HRS to LRS or LRS to HRS. In
the level read regime only one of the two memory cells is stressed
during the reading process. However, this readout procedure is not
available in quasi-static mode for ECM-based CRS devices, compare
Figure 1b. To examine the level read capabilities of ECM-based CRS
memory devices we used again our measurement setup with a series

resistance of 50 V (see Figure 7b of the methods section), what is
well below the lowest LRS. We applied positive voltage pulses in the
range of 2 to 5 V to a selected memory device, where memory cell A
was in an LRS and memory cell B was in an HRS. The current
response was then analysed to extract the time from the rising
edge of the voltage pulse until the rising edge of the current peak,
i.e. the set time tSET, and furthermore until the falling edge of the
current peak, i.e. the reset time tRESET. All three points were extracted
at half maximum of each pulse’s edges. As can be seen from Figure 5
there is a notable variation of set and reset times in our GeSx-based
CRS devices. For application as memory devices this variability must
be reduced by materials and/or cell design to avoid read failures.
Despite these statistical variations of the measurement data we
clearly observe that at voltages below 4 V the reset time tRESET is
at the average significantly longer than the set time tSET. For voltages
above 4 V the set times are still shorter than the reset times, but both
move to the same dimension and their values stabilize (see Figure 5).
Dynamic physics-based simulations predicted this behaviour specific
to ECM memory cells as can be seen from the inset in Figure 525.

For the targeted memory applications, a fast pulse operation mode
is required. Figure 6 summarizes the switching properties of a CRS
device for short voltage pulses measured with the setup shown in
Figure 7c. In previous measurements we were able to confirm that the
typical switching time for a single GeSx-based ECM cell can be well
below 100 ns even for crossbars in the micrometre range, which is
another strong reference to the filamentary nature of the ECM
switching mechanism. For that reason, the pulse length was set to
100 ns and smaller values in order to achieve a satisfying time reso-
lution of the expected current spike. The pulse voltage was set altern-
ately to 5 V and 25 V. Figure 6a depicts a typical current response
when we applied a positive voltage pulse to a CRS device. The current
spike exhibits a width at half maximum of about 22.4 ns. In general a
delay of the current response of about 15 ns can be attributed to the
current-to-voltage-converter. Taking this into account, the time to
SET is in the range of 20–30 ns. The LRS/HRS resistance of the whole
CRS device was about 20 kV.

In Figure 6b the current spike widths are summarized in form of a
histogram. Nearly 50% of the current peaks are shorter than 30 ns.
The time for a full switch over of a CRS device could possibly be
further decreased, for example, by decreasing the thickness of the
GeSx layer or smaller RC times by reducing the electrode area.

Discussion
It is clearly shown by our results that Germanium-Sulphide-based
ECM memory cells are suitable for integration in CRS devices.
GeSx-based CRS devices exhibit ultra-fast switching in the range of
20 ns. The clear current response in pulse operation mode demon-
strates impressively the application of the spike read method.
Furthermore, we demonstrated the beforehand simulated behaviour
of a CRS device in combination with a series resistor and confirmed
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the possibility of the level read method. The switching kinetics of this
type of CRS devices enables, mainly due to the SET/RESET asym-
metry, the implementation of a technically less challenging half select
scheme during operation.

Methods
Preparation. The prototypical CRS devices in this study were manufactured as two
separate anti-serially connected Ag/GeSx/Pt (being Ag the active and Pt the inert
electrode) electrochemical metallization cells (ECM)26 with an accessible common
middle electrode. The middle electrode was produced as a 50 nm thick and 2 mm
wide Pt finger, acting as the inert electrode in the two ECM cells. The active electrodes
were fabricated as 50 nm thick and 2 mm wide Ag fingers perpendicular to the middle
electrode, resulting in a cross-point area of 4 mm2. The Ag electrodes were covered
with a 50 nm film of Pt for protection. A sputtered 70 nm thin-film of GeSx with an S
to Ge ratio of 2.2 was used as the solid electrolyte between the middle electrode and
the two active electrodes and produced according to the procedures published
before27. Ion beam etching was used to structure the middle electrode at the bottom of
the stacks, whereas the contact hole in the GeSx thin-film and the topmost active
electrodes were structured by a lithographical lift-off process.

Electrical characterization. After fabrication of the CRS device both memory cells
are in a very high HRS in the GV-range and need a forming step to be operational. The
general procedure to initialize the CRS device is to apply several positive voltage
sweeps to switch memory cell B to an LRS and subsequently several negative voltage
sweeps to switch memory cell A to an LRS and memory B to an HRS. This is the initial
configuration for our measurements. Note that during CRS operation the initial HRS/
HRS state cannot be regained and either HRS/LRS or LRS/HRS is available by
applying write voltages.

All measurements were performed in a four-needle electrode microprobe station
equipped with coaxial probes, micromanipulators to contact the electrodes and an
optical microscope. A dual-channel Keithley 2636A SourceMeter was used for the
current-voltage (IV) measurements (see Figure 7a). The pulse measurements were
conducted in the same probe station and a Wavetek 395 100 MHz Arbitrary
Waveform Generator was used to generate the pulses. For the high speed voltage
measurements a Tektronix TDS 684A oscilloscope was used with input impedance set
to 50 V.

For the voltage sensing at the middle electrode of a CRS device a custom-build
active probe based on an impedance converter was designed. Common oscilloscope
active probes have input impedances as high as 1 MV, which would represent a non-
negligible leakage for the resistive cells. In order not to add an additional current path
with a resistance lower than the parallel memory cell resistance, the input of the
sensing probe must feature a high input impedance. An Analog Devices ADA4817-1
FET-Input type operational amplifier with 1 GHz bandwidth was employed. The
input impedance of the active probe is 500 GV and its input capacitance is close to
1 pF what ensures a sufficient decoupling from the CRS device. This method ensures
flawless voltage readout without any influence on the CRS device’s operation and
behaviour. (See Figure 7b).

The current-to-voltage converter is a two stage transimpedance amplifier with a
negligible voltage drop over the circuitry and a transimpedance gain of 260 (see
Figure 7c). Current measurements over a series resistor were performed by using the
oscilloscope’s internal 50 V resistor. (See Figure 7a).
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